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Abstract- Motion capture is a process of recording the movement of object. It is used in many interactive applications like 
gaming, entertainment, sports, medical, military etc. In application like game development or moviemaking, it refers to 
recording action of human actor, and using recorded information generates the 2D or 3D animation. Motion capture also 
widely used in real time applications like military, where the movement of enemy is recorded if any mischief occurs, it 
notify the respected person instantaneously. Hence it is necessary to develop technique which is reliable, utilize minimum 
resource, minimum delay, handle occlusion, give optimal result in different illumination condition. In this paper we learn 
different recent techniques of motion capture and compare them based on various parameters.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Interactive motion capture has applications including 
human-computer interface, gaming, health-care and 
even surveillance applications. The task is nowadays 
simplified by the use of real time depth cameras, 
which sense the third dimension called depth 
(distance).  
 
Figure-1 depicts that motion capture is done by two 
ways inertial based and computer vision based. In 
first approach sensors like accelerometer, gyroscope, 
and magnetometer [2] are mounted on the surface of 
object, which sense the motion of object and send 
motion data to processing node or computer. In 
second computer vision based approach, motion of 
object is tracked by use of cameras or special kind of 
camera like depth camera. In this approach there is no 
need to mount the sensors on the object body. This 
approach is used in applications where mounting 
sensor on object body is not possible for example 
surveillance applications. This approach is cheaper 
compare to inertial based approach with challenges of 
occlusion handling and illumination changes.  
 
Computer vision based approach further divides into 
two types marker based motion capture and non-
marker based motion capture. In marker based 
approach markers are placed on the boundary of 
object and tracking is done based on that markers. In 
second marker less approach we try to fit object with 
its pre-defined model and try to track that model.  
 
The goal of this paper is to learn most recent motion 
capture techniques and compare them with each other 
based on parameters like occlusion avoidance, 
multiple object support, illumination effect, etc. The 
rest of the paper is organized as follow; first we learn 
all the recent techniques of motion capture, and then 
compare them on the basis of various parameters.  

 
Finally we try to conclude which method gives better 
result for specific application 
 

 
Fig.1. Types of motion capture 

 
II. INERTIAL BASED MOTION CAPTURE 
 
In inertial based approach some kind of sensors are 
mounted on the body of human limbs which capture 
the motion data. In advanced inertial MT9 based 
sensor [1] approach, author proposes a real time 
monitoring system for human hand. Author develops 
the kinematic model of human hand and track the 
motion using 3 markers and MT9 sensor which is 
shown in Figure-2. A simulated annealing 
optimization is use to reduce errors in sensors.  
 
In approach of wireless body sensor network (BSN) 
[2] author propose a method which contain 9 mote 
IMU nodes which are mounted on human body with 
one sink node which is mounted on center of the 
body. Configuration of BSN is shown in Figure-3. 
Mote node senses the 9 DOF (degree of freedom) and 
sends this sensed data to sink node. Then sink node 
send data to Matlab-based PC program by means of 
serial port. Now this data can be utilized for any 
interactive application. 
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Fig.2. inertial sensor MT-9 based approach [1] 

 

 
Fig.3. Micro IMU based motion capture [2] 

 
Xsens MVN motion capture suit [3] is for full body 
motion capture of human. Xsens MVN is based on 
inertial sensors, and sensor fusion algorithms.MVN 
doesn’t require external cameras, emitters or markers. 
The MVN motion capture system consists of 17 MTx 
sensors with two Xbus Masters . The MTx is an 
inertial and magnetic measurement unit and 
comprises 3D gyroscopes, 3D accelerometers and 3D 
magnetometers which shown in Figure-4. To provide 
full six-degree-of-freedom tracking of body segments 
with connected inertial sensor modules, each limb’s 
orientation and position can be estimated by, 
respectively, integrate the gyroscope data and double 
integrate the accelerometer data in time.  
In another wireless sensor network based approach 
[4] author create wireless sensor network of 16 nodes 
each node represent unique limb in the system as 
shown in Figure-5. Each node consist of two module, 
first mpu-9150 microprocessor which have integrated 
accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer which 
generate motion data, second module nrf-51822 (BLE 
4.0 ultralow power module) use for transmission of 
motion data using Bluetooth technology. Two sink 
node are use to receive the transmitted data. Based on 
received data the location and motion of each limb 
captured. 

 
Fig.4. Xsens MVN suit [3] 

 
Fig.5. Wireless sensor network of human body [4] 

 
III. COMPUTER VISION BASED MOTION 
CAPTURE 
 
In computer vision based approach cameras or depth 
cameras are used to capturing the motion of human, 
which does not require sensors to be mounted on 
human body. In SFS (Shape from Silhouette) [5] 
based approach multiple silhouette of same object are 
captured from multiple view at the same time using 
multiple cameras. Silhouette is basically a binary 
image used to distinguish foreground from its 
background. Now intersection between all silhouettes 
generates the volume called “Visual Hull”. Now 
object area is split into 3D grid of voxels (volume 
element). Each voxels become part of object if its 
projection lies in all silhouettes. For motion tracking 
author generates voxels of each human limb. These 
voxels are active voxels. These active voxels are 
updated at each step generates the motion. 
Another approach combine two methods [6] first 
correspondence based gradient estimation and second 
particle filter based approach. In gradient based 
correspondence method author try to fit the human 
model with observed data like depth data from stereo, 
visual hulls or silhouettes and try to minimize the 
correspondences between model and observed data. 
But the main problem associated with this approach is 
local minima which wrongly estimate the pose of 
human body. To overcome the limitation of this 
approach author use particle based method which 
tries to approximate the probability distribution of 
particles (poses), if number of particles (poses) is 
more the chances of stuck in local minima reduce 
drastically.  
This markerless approach uses multiple color cameras 
[7] to generate subject specific model. Tracking uses 
the minimization scheme over an iterative closest 
point algorithm with six degrees of freedom for each 
body segment. Subject specific model is obtained by 
using automatic model generation algorithm that 
combines a shape of human shape and kinematic 
model of each human joint.  
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This multiple depth camera based approach track the 
human motion with 22-DOF kinematic model of 
human body [8]. In this method depth cameras 
(kinect) are used which measure the distance of 
human from the camera. Occlusion handling is a 
major issue when we are working with vision-based 
algorithm. To resolve the issue author use the 
multiple depth cameras.  
 
Another Gaussian body model based approach [9] 
model the human body by Sums of spatial Gaussians 
(SoG), allowing us to perform fast and reliable 
markerless motion capture from multi view video 
sequences. Based on the SoG models of the image 
and the human body, author introduce a novel 
continuous and differentiable model-to-image 
similarity measure which can be used to estimate the 
skeletal motion of a human body parts at 5-15 frames 
per second even for many camera views. Approach 
does not rely on silhouettes or training data, offers 
and good balance between accuracy and 
computational cost.  
 
In the following approach, author record the motion 
using unsynchronized moving cameras [10] instead of 
fixed expensive cameras. To prepare a sequence for 
motion capture, first reconstruct the static background 
and the position of each camera using SfM 
(Structure-from-Motion). Then the cameras are 
registered to each other using the reconstructed static 
background. Camera synchronization is achieved via 
the audio streams recorded by the cameras in parallel. 
Finally, a markerless motion capture approach is 
applied to recover positions and joint configurations 
of subjects. 
 
In 3D Active contours [11] based approach, author 
computes volume data (voxels) representation from 
the images using the SFS (shape from silhouettes) 
method. Then try to match a predefined human body 
model with pose parameter to the volume data, and 
the calculation of is transformed into energy function 
minimization. In minimizing the energy function, 
author use a method of 3D active contours to solve 
this problem. In the process of curving surface, the 

curving surface drives the human model close to the 
visual hull. On the other hand, when the human 
model is superposed on the human real pose, the 
curving surface can create a 3D human body 
reconstruction based on the visual hull and human 
model.  
 
In this hybrid Appearance and Inertial based 
approach [12], Author proposes a method to combine 
3D pose estimation from inertial motion capture and 
2D pose estimation from vision based approach to 
obtain more robust tracking. To handle the changing 
appearance of the human body due to pose variations 
and illumination changes, implementation is based 
upon Least Soft-Threshold Squares Tracking. 
Constraints with the variation of the appearance 
model and estimated pose from an inertial motion 
capture system are used to correct 2D and 3D 
estimates simultaneously. 
 
IV. COMPARISON OF METHODS 
 
In this section we summarize all the method which is 
described earlier. And comparisons between those 
methods are shown based on the parameters like 
occlusion handling, Fast movement tracking, 
Illumination change handling, multiple object 
support, no. of cameras/sensors used. Since inertial 
based approach relies on sensors mounted on object 
body so it does not require any kind of cameras. 
Same way computer vision based approach rely on 
cameras and hence not require any kind of sensor 
mounted on object body And last in Hybrid approach 
both sensors as well as cameras are used.  
Occlusion handling and illumination change handling 
is better supported by the inertial based approach with 
the limitation of sensors cost.  
 
In some of the applications mounting sensor on object 
body is not possible in that case computer vision 
based approach is suitable with the limitation of 
occlusion handling and illumination change handling. 
Some of the computer vision based method also 
support occlusion handling [6][10][11] by using 
multiple cameras instead of single camera. 

 
Table1: Comparison of Methods 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this paper we have analyzed various recent 
methods of human motion capture. These methods 
can be broadly classified in 3 types, inertial based, 
computer vision based and hybrid. In first inertial 
based approach we analyzed 3 methods among them 
1st method is able to track only human hand and 
another two methods are able to track the whole 
human body. Approach is costly since sensors are 
mounted on human body, but occlusion handling and 
illumination handling is supported by this approach. 
In surveillance application, approach failed due to the 
limitation of mounting sensor on human body.  
 
In second computer vision based approach we learn 4 
methods for tracking whole human body. In this 
approach normal cameras and some special kind of 
cameras are used called depth cameras, which track 
the human without using any kind of body mounting 
sensor. This approach is cheaper compare to inertial 
based approach because of avoidance of sensors on 
human body. This approach is best suited for 
surveillance applications. Occlusion handling and 
illumination change handling is quite difficult in this 
approach. To avoid occlusion handling some method 
use multiple cameras instead of single cameras.  

 
 
In last hybrid approach we try to take advantage of 
both the approaches, which handle occlusion and also 
computationally inexpensive. 3D motion capture is 
performed by inertial sensor which is computationally 
inexpensive compare to vision based 3D motion 
capture. Also illumination change and occlusion 
handling are supported with the use of inertial 
sensors.  
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